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PROLOGUE



Silent night... holy night... 

all is calm...? all is bright...?









CHAPTER 1



MEET CHOCOLATE NAIDU, OUR PROTAGONIST. HE DOESN’T HAVE A LOT OF FRIENDS, 
BUT A TRUSTED FEW. TODAY, HE ACCOMPANIES HIS CLOSEST PAL, EDDIE WHILE HE 
DOES A FEW LAPS.

you should run 
with me too 
sometimes

and give up on 
life activities like 
you? please.







what happened? 
You okay?

someone 
Betrayed 
my trust. 



I knew i shouldnt 
have done it.

I knew i shouldn’t 
have trusted them.

you know what? 
I’m through. 



DISMAYED, he decides to take a step 
that may forever change his life.

I’m gonna get to 
the bottom of this.



CHAPTER 2



in the middle of everywhere...

an adventure awaits.



here sits our favorite household detective, ajay 
khan. armed with his drug of choice, a spoonful of 
sugar, he sits across his door and thinks about his 
next client...



... and looks into the void that must 
be filled. one client, for god’s sake.

are you the legendary ak47?

you bet i am. 
come on in.



meanwhile, our hero 
begins his deductions

my name is ajay khan. welcome 
to ak-47. how may I help you, my 
distressed victim?

meme-sis has occured. 
catharsis is required.



Specs:

????

CREASES:

????

POSTURE:

????

FADING of fabric:

????

Face:

serious

phone:

iPhone

SHIRT:

BLUE

Pants:

DENIM

HAIR:

????

as the client explains 
his troubles...

... some totally not obvi-
ous deductions are made.



a little chat ensues...

he is a 
professor

oh, by the way, my name is 
chocolate naidu. i’m a third 
year student at the indian 
institute of technicalities 
gohaathi



my parents love chocolate, so i changed my 
name to chocolate so they’ll love me.

ummm... 3 years?

nothing. I’m still in college.

29th february 1996

i see. when’s your birthday?

i see.

i see.

huh?

i see. why do you have such a common name?

I see. How many years have you been 
in this college?

that would be thomas jacobson, 
from the eee department.

i see. now for the important questions. 
what do you do for a living?

I see. who’s your favorite professor?



any suspects 
you might have?

and who 
are they?

Well, there were 
6 people on the 
group. has to be 
one of them



Name: Ghanshyam roy
Age: 22 years

Height: 181 cm Weight: 61 kg

Attributes: Studious, meticulous, 
reserved, know-it-all, competi-
tive spirit. 

Strengths: Height, swimmer, 
scores well. 
Weaknesses: Dad issues, boring.

Name: Eddie Choonawala
Age: 22 years

Height: 185 cm Weight: 75 kg

Attributes: untidy, sleeps too 
much, likes ketchup

Strengths: athlete, sculpted 
body, closest friend to choco
Weaknesses: runs too much, in-
sensitive

Name: Reena shetty
Age: 21 years

Height: 165 cm Weight: 63 kg

Attributes: clean freak, loves 
kittens, short tempered

Strengths: cat whisperer, in-
sanely good at chemistry
Weaknesses: knows only chemis-
try, washes her hands too much



Name: gopalakrishnan iyer
Age: 22 years

Height: 171 cm Weight: 69 kg

Attributes: online shopper, bad 
time management

Strengths: great hair, cs:go pro, 
maths
Weaknesses: poor fashion sense, 
addicted to myntra

Name: Sridharan nair
Age: 23 years

Height: 177 cm Weight: 80 kg

Attributes: makes fun of people, 
borderline sadistic, bully of 
sorts

Strengths: tech freak, editing 
max
Weaknesses: crude, skips lunch

Name: bharati aggrawall
Age: 23 years

Height: 155 cm Weight: 42 kg

Attributes: library: second 
home, comic sans advocate

Strengths: make up genius, can 
carry a lot of books at once
Weaknesses: cannot play sports, 
anaemic



don’t worry. 
the culprit 
shall be 
found.

thank you, 
mr. khan.



CHAPTER 3



All... men... must...

make... preparations... for...

battle.



Hmmm.. 
I get it 
now.

... a bully who 
makes fun of 
people...

it has to be him. 
who else?



Ajay khan is ready to 
face his first suspect.

mr. sridharan nair. 
may i speak with you?



i... guess?

recognize this, fiend? 
explain your motives 
behing this.



first of all, i 
didn’t make that. 
and secondly... 
LOL!

you didn’t?!

no, but i’m almost 
certain who did.

whooooo?



the memelord 
of campus...

memeta 
banerjee



uhhh.. ms. banerjee?

i’ll be direct. did 
you fabricate this 
abonimation of a 
meme?



yes... bruv

Hah. gotcha. 
and i ain’t your bruv. 

and who did 
you work for?

i’m sorry bruv. that’s 
classified information.



just gimme a clue, and 
no one knows.

tagged.

Hmmm... this 
will be fun.





that makes zero 
zero sense

i’m ‘fraid that will 
be all. 
bye... bruv.



its time to get in 
touch with the client.

your meme. memeta’s behind it. one 
of your friends commissioned her 
to make it

what? who?

what is it?

none whatsoever. 
talk to eddie maybe? 
he knows people.

she won’t tell. but.. after a har-
rowing interrogation, i managed to 
extract a clue from her. 

zero zero. ring a bell?

and where might I 
find mr. choonawala?

very well. 

the field, as usual, doing 
his rounds.



wait...

zero zero. sounds 
familiar... who-





CHAPTER 4



meanwhile...

now...

i wonder 
where he is

the great detective arrives 
to question eddie.



meanwhile...

mr. chooooonawala! 
stop!

what? a coat 
in summer? 
who is this 
dude?

zero zero.. 
do you know?



meanwhile...

damn. he 
knows?!

hi choc!



meanwhile...

bye choc?

wait, why is 
he running?

please stop! i 
need to speak 
with you!



meanwhile...

the hands of the clock go round 
and round... round and round... 
round and round...



meanwhile...

and it was the perfect left-arm unorthodox 
leg spin, without a hint of tossing.

this isn’t 
working

it’s time for...



well, sheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeet....

when suddenly...

Mr. khan! 
there you are!



i know. i know who did it. he’s 
the one. hes the one who did 
it. he is...

eddie... 
ch-zero-zero-nawala.



fin.


